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Our goal:
Our goal is to
reveal The Triune
GOD to you
through Hebrew
eyes so much so
that you will see
HIM more clearly,
love HIM more
dearly, and
worship HIM ever
more sincerely.
These monthly
newsletters will
well bring you
ever closer to
HIM.
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Running! What an evocative word! It has power. It has motion. It has action. It
has direction. It is a word that has many applications, both physical and soulful.
St .Paul = Shaul, said it this way, in 2 Timothy 4:7: ― I have fought the good fight, I
have finished the race, I have kept the faith‖ and ―Do you not know that those who
run in a race all run, but only one receives the prize? Run in such a way that you
may obtain it = win.‖ 1 Corinthians 9:24. He ran his race. And he finished it. It is one
thing to know the course of your life, and all that you must do in and for GOD, and
that is all too rare. But even knowing all that you should do, and knowing the course
set out for you in life Ephesians 2:10, does not mean that you are moving at the
speed necessary to accomplish it in the time allotted to finish it. There is a race to
run, not stroll, or walk. You must move, and move fast. Fast enough to finish it in
GOD‘s Timely Manner, yet not so fast that you miss the things, even missing one
thing that should and must be done to be able to say that you ―finished your race.‖
Here, The Hebrew, The Original Language of The Bible, helps again to elucidate this
point. The Root Word for run in Hebrew is: Rats. It is composed of two Letters:
Resh-Tsade Sofit. This forms a Word Picture in Hebrew: Rats means; The most
important-greatest desire. This means that when you run, you run to and after the
most important thing-person-event to you, which is your greatest desire. You
always choose according to what is the most important to you, to pursue, what is
your greatest desire, you run after—and towards. Who and what is your greatest
desire? If it is not JESUS, if it is not GOD, be careful, you may reach your desired
end and find it is a vapid and vacuous replacement for GOD. Run to GOD and win.
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The Heart of The Matter
Distractions-Attractions

Isaiah 60:1 Arise,
shine; for thy light is
come, and The Glory
of THE LORD is
risen upon thee.”
GOD has not
forgotten you. HE has
not left you. Reach
for HIM, take hold of
HIM. Never let HIM
go. HE will be better
than your best
dreams, greater than
your wildest
imaginations. Learn
HIS Ways, trust HIM,
rest in HIM. With
GOD, everything,
everything is going to
be alright!.

‘Do not be pulled
away by distractions
from your GOD-given
Goals; and do not be
attracted to that
which is other than
GOD. Distractions
take you off your
focus and are varied
nuisances, issues,
disturbances and the
like that attempt to
get you to shift your
focus from your

primary GOD-given
Objective. Do not
take it. Attractions
are actually very
appealing and
attempt to get you to
follow them instead
of GOD. Do not have
any other ―gods upon
MY FACE. Exodus
20:2 (literal Hebrew)
The Attractions
attempt to break your
attention from GOD

and staying the course
by being focused on
GOD and being True to
HIM in every momentand the distractions
attempt just to offbalance you, shift your
focus from God to
something that after the
distraction works, will
subtly shift to attract
you. Sometimes the
attraction is sufficient;
but be vigilant, ever
prayerful, close to GOD.

The Pace
must be fast enough
to get there in the
allotted time, and yet
at a certain tempo to
prevent you from
every mishap, from
missing details, and
not doing the quality
work that is required
and truly desired of
GOD that would bring
HIM The Praise due to

HIS Glory. Ephesians
1:12. Thus the pace
must be fast enough
and slow enough, ever
determined-directed
and disciplined. Some
start out fast, only to
fizzle out along the
way; some go to slow,
and are still on ―milk‘,
―when they should
have already been

teachers.‖ We must
grow and grow up. You
keep the pace– you
keep going-you keep
growing– you hold onhope on-go on and
grow on towards HIM;
HE‘s our Goal; HE is
our Destination; HE is
our HOME. Keep HIM
ever in view, in heart
and soul; draw near.
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Did you know
You are a truly distinct
member of The Body of
THE MESSIAH? With a
Plan-and a Purpose;
with a Hope and a
Dream, unique to you,
and perfectly blended n
with all that call CHRIST
LORD, being members of
one Body and also of each
other. Ask GOD to show

you what part of The
Body of CHRIST you are,

and what is it‘s function,
and then what is your
specific role in that part of
The Body. Then stay in that
Place and function the way
you should. Do not move, do
not ‗try something else, do
not be anything or anyone
else. ―Like a bird that

wanders from it‘s nest is a
man that wanders from
his place Proverbs 27:8.
Don‘t wander. Just work.

Your Hebrew Lesson
The Hebrew Word: ― for
perfect, innocent is =
Tom. In Hebrew it is
written: Tav/w—Mem
Sofit. It has two intrinsic
interpretations: The
Cross of Ultimate chaos.
This implies that the
cross took all of the
chaos-sin-dischorddisorder-destruction.
This results in, it all

having been nailed and
finished and paid in full
at The Cross of CHRIST;
The total removal of
destructive elements,
chaotic ones, and
ultimate disorder and
destruction results in a
state of perfection and a
return to innocence; as
the word at its‘ pashat
(basic meaning) level

implies. The second
layer, a deeper one of
this Hebrew Word Tom,
is The Cross of THE
MESSIAH, The Mem Sofit
also, Christologically
speaking, re-presents
THE MESSIAH. Thus:The
Cross of THE MESSIAH
is where fallen man is
restored to a state of
perfection in CHRIST.

Rev 22:12
“And, behold,
I am coming
quickly; and
MY reward is
with ME, to
give every
man
according to
what he has
done.”

What do you say when
You‘re running and running
towards your goal but don‘t
see it, wondering where is it?
You need to first evaluate what
the goal is and once that is
done, a priori, ask-seek-know
what it takes-time, energy,
application, prayer, work; to
reach that goal. Then set out
in motion directly running, yes
running, towards your GOD Page 1

Goal. Evaluate at every step,
every thought, every action
your growing proximity toward
your GOD-Goal. Always checkponder (weigh-consider) the
path of your feet, make sure
that you are staying on track.
Every step should bring you
closer, to HIM. Thus you
should be ever able to see HIM
more clearly, and thus love
Page 2
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HIM more dearly, and truly to
worship HIM more sincerely, in
Spirit and Truth. You run
towards Him, for all GODGoals must bring you closer to
HIM. HE is your point of
reference, no other is your
truly, immoveable, Fixed
Reference Point. So evaluate
your progress by HIM and
your proximity to HIM. Period.
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Background on Joel Young Summary Joel B. Young was
born in New York in 1955, to Jewish parents. He grew up
going to Hebrew School from childhood to his late teens. As a
young man, Joel Young, while continuing his Biblical studies,
found the reality of our LORD and SAVIOR YESHUA through
personal experience. He says, "God has been very gracious
to me, giving me ever deeper revelatory truth from HIS
WORD.".
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For HIS Glory Ministry
3112 North Jupiter Rd. # 217
Garland, Texas 75044
www.forHISGlory.org

Write us at:

2 Timothy 2:15

www.forHISGlory.org
Contact us

“Sir, we wish to see JESUS"

Be diligent to present yourselves approved to GOD,
workers who need not be ashamed, rightly dividing
The Word of Truth.‖

John 12:21

Statement of Beliefs
1.

We believe in The God
of Abraham, Isaac and
Jacob.

2.

We believe that GOD
revealed HIMSELF in
three personal selfdistinctions: FATHER,
SON, and HOLY
SPIRIT.

3.

We believe that THE
BIBLE from Genesis to
Revelation is THE
WORD of GOD.

4.

We believe in the literal
interpretation of The
WORD of GOD.

5.

We believe in the
virgin birth of THE
MESSIAH.
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6.

We believe in the Jewish
MESSIAH, JESUS CHRIST,
who suffered and died for the
sins of the world.

7.

We believe that JESUS
CHRIST rose from the
dead on the third day
according to the Scriptures.

8.

We believe that JESUS
CHRIST will soon come
again to judge the world
and reign in
Righteousness.

9.

We believe that only the
Atoning Blood Sacrifice of
THE LAMB of GOD has
the power to save sinners.

10. THE PRINCE of PEACE,
is the only ONE who can
bring peace to Israel and
the nations .

